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About Shell Recharge Solutions
Shell Recharge Solutions is a global leader in smart EV charging solutions, enabling cleaner transportation for our
customers. Operating across North America and Asia, Shell Recharge Solutions offers industry-leading products and
services to customers including planning and consulting, on-site installation, energy management, and maintenance
support whether they are at home, at work, or on the go.
Our industry-leading software and services equip drivers, fleets, site hosts, and network operators to efficiently deploy,
manage, and leverage EV charging infrastructure at scale. We provide what our customers need: expertise, solutions,
and support to transition to electric with reliable charging at scale.

Founded in 2008
with over a decade
of experience

Headquartered
in Los Angeles

Global footprint with
offices across the United
States, Canada,
Singapore, and India

Over 275
Employees
and contractors
worldwide

Working with
utilities, cities,
automakers, fleet and
retail customers
across the US and the
world
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Software-Based Managed Charging Maximizes Value
EV charging on the grid can benefit all
ratepayers
Managed EV charging enhances those
benefits and helps avoid costs

Software-based managed charging amplifies
those benefits and avoids costs even more
§

Enable active, real-time load
management by the grid operator

§

Shift load away from peak periods and
add load during cheaper periods

§

Integrate intermittent resources
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Case Study: Smart Charge Management
Managing charging speeds when utility rates are higher – or to avoid peak rates – while ensuring that fleet
vehicles can meet their delivery obligations

Each black line represents a daily charging profile for a site with delivery vans. The purple line
represents a peak for the period, and the green line represents an average.
Shell Recharge Solutions has worked with this customer to reduce charging speeds from 4-6
pm every afternoon to avoid super peak charges (each Sunday is not managed because super
peak rate is not in place).
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Example: Automated Demand Response (ADR)
Preserve grid stability during times of peak demand
DR Communication

With a cloud-based demand response
solution, utilities can:
1

Design a customized EV DR program

2

Schedule and run EV DR events

3

Target specific locations to send EV DR
events

4

Send notifications to site hosts and EV
drivers through email or app about DR
events

5

Change driver pricing to incentivize
charging during hours of low demand

6

Access advanced analytics and insights
about DR events’ performance
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Multiple Dimensions of Interoperability
Standardization and interoperability are critical considerations in the development of public charging infrastructure, to create positive
customer charging experiences, and to support competition and innovation in the EV charging product and services market.

Primary dimensions of standardization and interoperability:

1

Physical charging port
connector
interoperability

Level 2:
SAE J1772 (IEC Type 1)

DC Fast Charging:
North American market has coalesced
around the CCS connector; Some OEMs
such as Nissan have historically used
CHAdeMO. Tesla vehicles have their own
connector, but adaptors exist so that they
may use other charging ports.

Medium & Heavy Duty:
There are additional standards supporting
overhead heavy-duty charging, and
developing standards for megawatt-level
charging.

2

Payment
interoperability & driver
roaming

Roaming Agreements amongst EV

charging network operators allow members
of one network to use other networks without
having to create a separate account.

Open Charge Point Interface
(“OCPI”) is the primary payment
interoperability protocol in NA.

Credit/Debit Card payments at

public charging stations is a foundational
element of payment interoperability for those
that are not members of an applicable
charging network or without smartphones,
and in a number of other situations.
Plug and Charge facilitated by EV-EVSE
Source: Statista.com
communications
represents the next evolution
of driver-friendly payment interoperability
(see next box).

3

Hardware/software
communication
interoperability

Open Charge Point Protocol
(“OCPP”):
The industry has coalesced around this de-facto
standard for communication between the
charger and back-end software networks.
Facilitates switching ability and mitigates
stranded asset risk.
OpenADR is the standard often used for
communicating smart charging/demand
response signals to network operators.
ISO I5118 facilitates EV-EVSE communication
and is the protocol many automakers are
adopting to support VGI and driver friendly
features. This includes “plug and charge”, the
ability of the vehicle to automatically
communicate with the charger over the
charging cable to authenticate payment,
charging/needs preferences, etc.).
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Open Standards and Protocols Enable a Smart, Flexible & Resilient
EV Charging Ecosystem
OCPP & Open Standards
§ Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) allows
communication between charging stations, a
central system, and utilities’ IT infrastructure using
a single, open and royalty-free protocol

Another EVSP’s
network
EV Drivers
Roaming/access (e.g. OCPI)

§ Required by leading network operators and
increasingly required in utility programs and by the
Federal Highway Administration
§ Provides foundational capability to connect any
central system with any charging station,
regardless of the vendor

EV Charging
Station

§ Stations work after switching network provider;
system works after switching charging stations– no
vendor lock-in
§ More broadly, open standards and protocols
facilitate a seamless driver experience, minimize
infrastructure investment risks, support ongoing
competition and choice for customers through
hardware and software switching capability, and
allow for the efficient integration of EVs into the
electric grid
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Thank you

Josh Cohen
Director, Policy
jcohen@shellrecharge.com
410-989-8121
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